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Introduction

Consider the basic atomic processes that are important in X-
ray emitting plasmas: collisional excitation/ionization,
photoexcitation/ionization, radiative decay and so on.

Astrophysically, X-ray emittig plasmas come in two types:
• Collisional:     kBTe ~ Ionization energy of plasma ions
• Photoionized: kBTe << Ionization energy of plasma ions



Introduction

What about plasmas in local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE)?

This occurs if Ne > 1.8 x 1014 Te
1/2 ΔEij

3 cm-3. 

For Te=107K and H-like Iron, Ne > 2x1027 cm-3. 

For Te=105K and H-like Oxygen, Ne > 1024 cm-3. 

These are far, far higher than any density that
occurs outside of a protostar.



Introduction

Astrophysical collisional plasmas come in two types:

• Coronal/Nebular:          Ne < 1014 - 1016 cm-3

• Collisional-Radiative:  1014 cm-3 <  Ne < 1027 cm-3

In a CR plasma, collisions compete with photons in de-
exciting levels; a level with a small oscillator strength
(transition rate)  value may be collisionally de-excited before
it can radiate.

In the more common Coronal (or Nebular) plasma, collisions
excite ions but rarely de-excite them; any decay is radiative.
This is also called the “ground-state” approximation, as all
ions are assumed to be in the ground-state when collisions
occur.



Introduction

We will make some initial assumptions about
“astrophysical plasmas”:

• They are dominated by H and He, with trace metals.
• Any magnetic and electric fields do not significantly
affect the ion level structure.
• Nuclear transitions are insignificant.
• The electrons have a thermal (Maxwellian) velocity
distribution.



Equilibrium

• A collisional plasma in ionization equilibrium
(usually called a CIE plasma) has the property that

Irate(Ion) + Rrate(Ion) = Irate(Ion-) + Rrate(Ion+)

• A non-equilibrium ionization (NEI) plasma may be:
• Ionizing  [ΣIrate(I) > Σ Rrate(I)]
• Recombining  [ΣIrate(I) < Σ Rrate(I)]
• Other

Both CR and Coronal plasmas may be in
equilibrium or out of it.



Equilibrium

The best term to describe this type of plasma is an:
optically-thin collisional (or thermal) plasma

Frequently, the “optically-thin” portion is forgotten (bad!)

If the plasma is assumed to be in equilibrium, then CIE is
often used, as are phrases like:

• Raymond-Smith
• Mekal
• Coronal plasma (even for non-coronal sources...)

Out of equilibrium, either NIE or NEI are used frequently, as are:

• Ionizing
• Recombining
• Thermal + power-law tail 

Non-elephant
Biology!



Optical Depth

But what about radiative excitation?  Can’t photons still
interact with ions, even in a collisionally ionized plasma?



Optical Depth
So, is photon scattering an important process?

Yes, but only for allowed transitions; in a collisional plasma,
many transitions are forbidden or semi-forbidden.

So couldn’t this show up as optical depth in allowed lines,
weakening them relative to forbidden lines?

Yes, and this can be calculated after modeling a plasma.
Using the ionization balance and the coronal approximation,
along with the A value for the transition and the emitting
volume, it is easy to calculate the optical depth for a line:

τ = nI σ l

This effect is often not important, but even less often checked!



Spectral Emission

So what do these plasmas actually look like? 
At 1 keV, without absorption:

APEC
Raymond-Smith (/100) 

Bremsstrahlung

Blackbody



Global Fitting

CCD (or proportional counter) data are regularly fit in a global
fashion, using a response matrix.  If you believe that the
underlying spectrum is from an optically-thin collisional
equilibrium plasma, then you can “fit” your choice of
collisional plasma model (apec, mekal, raymond, and equil
are available in XSPEC or sherpa).

By default, the only parameters are temperature and emission
measure.  If the fit is poor (χ2/N > 1) you can add more
parameters: such as the overall abundance relative to solar, or
the redshift.

If the models are still a poor fit, the abundances can be varied
independently, or the equilibrium assumption can be relaxed in
a few ways.



Global Fitting

Are there problems with this method?
Of course there are.  However, when your data has spectral
data has resolution less than 100,  you cannot easily identify
and isolate X-ray spectral lines -- but low resolution data is
better than no data: the goal is understanding, not perfection.

1.  If the underlying model is inadequate, your results
may be as well.  Beware especially abundances
when only one ionization state can be clearly seen.

2.  Cross-check your results any way you can.  For
example, the EM is related to the density and the
emitting volume.  Are they reasonable?

3.  If you can’t get a good fit in a particular region,
your problem may be the model, not the data.

It is vital to keep in mind:

(tm) Keith Arnaud



Global Fitting
Consider this ASCA CCD spectrum of Capella, with a collisional
plasma model fit:



Global Fitting

In this case, the poor fit between 9-
12 Å is likely due to missing lines,
not bad modeling.



NEI vs CIE Emission
We can compare a CIE plasma against an NEI plasma, in this
case an ionizing plasma, also at 1 keV.



Ionization Balance
In order to calculate an emission spectrum the abundance of
each ionization state must be known.  Shown here are four
equilibrium ionization balance calculations for 4 iron ions:



Ionization Balance

In some cases, the differences are small.  Here is a comparison
of O VI, VII, VIII, and fully-stripped Oxygen, for three
different models:

Li-like

He-like

H-like

Bare



Ions of Importance

All ions are equal...
...but some are more equal than others.

In collisional plasmas, three ions are of particular note:
H-like : All transitions of astrophysically abundant metals
(C→Ni) are in the X-ray band.  Lyα/Lyβ is a useful
temperature diagnostic; Lyα is quite bright.
He-like: Δn≥1 transitions are all bright and in X-ray.  The
n=2→1 transitions have 4 transitions which are useful
diagnostics, although R=300 required to separate them.

Ne-like: Primarily Fe XVII; two groups of bright emission
lines at 15Å and 17Å; ionization state and density
diagnostics, although there are atomic physics problems.



Ions of Importance

Fe XVII

Ne IX

O VIII

O VII

Ne X

Capella observed with the Chandra HETG



Hydrogenic Lines

Three calculations of the O VIII Lyα line as a function of
temperature.



Hydrogenic Lines

Three calculations of the O VIII Lyα/Lyβ line as a function
of temperature (APEC agrees with measurements).



Helium-like Lines

One useful He-like diagnostic is the G ratio, defined as (F+I)/R
[or, alternatively, (x+y+z)/w].  It is a temperature diagnostic, at
least for low temperatures, and it is also measures ionization state.



Helium-like Lines

How well are these He-like lines known?  Here are three
calculations for each of the three lines:



Neon-Like Lines

Fe XVII is the most prominent neon-like ion; Ni XIX is 10x weaker simply
due to relative abundances.  There are a number of diagnostic features, as can
be seen in this grating spectrum of the WD EX Hya (Mauche et al. 2001):



Neon-Like Lines

Here they have
extracted the ratio
of two very closely
spaced Fe XVII
lines, which are a
density or a UV
flux diagnostic



What about the
strong 15.01Å and
15.26Å lines?

Neon-Like Lines

They should be useful
diagnostics, but right
now we’re still
debating their proper
ratio...stay tuned

Bhatia & Saba 2001



Plasma Codes

Understanding a collisional plasma requires a collisional
plasma model.  Since even a simple model requires
considering hundreds of lines, and modern codes track
millions, most people select one of the precalculated codes:

Source
ftp://legacy.gsfc.nasa.gov/software/plasma_codes/raymond
http://saturn.sron.nl/general/projects/spex
http://wwwsolar.nrl.navy.mil/chianti.html
http://cxc.harvard.edu/ATOMDB

Code
Raymond-Smith
SPEX
Chianti
ATOMDB

The calculated spectrum is also known as APEC, and the
atomic database is called APED.



Plasma Codes

Individual line intensities as functions of T, n, etc. are not
easily available (yet) in either XSPEC or Sherpa.

The collisional plasma models available in XSPEC or Sherpa are:

ATOMDB code; good for high-resolution data
Updated (1993) Raymond-Smith (1977) code
Original Mewe-Kaastra (Mewe et al. 1985) code; outdated
Mewe-Kaastra-Liedahl code (Kaastra 1992); new Fe L lines
mekal with an polynomial EM distribution
Borkowski update of Hamilton, Sarazin & Chevalier (1983)
Ionizing plasma version of equil
Sedov (SNR) version of equil
Plane parallel shock version of equil

apec
raymond
meka
mekal
c6mekal
equil
nei
sedov
pshock

Variable abundance versions of all these are available. 



Atomic Codes

HULLAC (Hebrew University / Lawrence Livermore Atomic
Code) : Fast, used for many APED calculations, not generally
available.

R-Matrix : Slow, used for detailed calculations of smaller
systems of lines, available on request but requires months to
learn.

FAC (Flexible Atomic Code) : Fast, based on HULLAC and
written by Ming Feng Gu.  Available at

ftp://space.mit.edu/pub/mgfu/fac 



 Collisional Conclusions
So you think you’ve got a collisional plasma: what do you do?

• If high resolution data are available, line-based analysis allows
the best control of errors, both atomic and data/calibration.
• If CCD (or worse) is all that you have, remember Clint
Eastwood’s (slightly modified) admonition:

Spectroscopists gotta know their limitations. 
Keep in mind that :
(a) only the strongest lines will be visible,
(b) they could be blended with weaker lines,
(c) plasma codes have at least 10% errors on line strengths,
(d) the data have systematic calibration errors, and finally:
(e) the goal is understanding, not χ2

n ~ 1 fits.



Photoionized Plasmas

Collisional Photoionized



Photoionized Plasmas

What happens when an external photon source illuminates the gas?

• The photons ionize the atoms in the gas.
• The photoelectrons created in this way collide with ambient

electrons (mostly) and heat the gas
• The gas cools by radiation
•  The gas temperature adjusts so that the heating and cooling

balance

In a photoionized gas  the temperature is not  a  free parameter
and

The ionization balance is determined by the shape and strength
of the radiation field



Photoionized Plasmas

Emission lines,
 Δn=0,1,2 favored

Absorption,bound-
free, bound-bound

Emission:
recombination

Spectral signature

Stellar coronae
Supernova remnant
Clusters of galaxies

Active
galaxies(AGN)

 binary stars with
collapsed companion

H II regions

Examples

Electron impact
e-+Z ->Z+1

Photoionization
hν+Z −>Z+1

Dominant ionization

CoronalPhotoionized



Photoionized Plasmas

Consequences of Photoionization
• Temperature lower for same ionization than coronal, T~0.1 Eth/k
• Temperature is not a free parameter
• Temperature depends on global shape of spectrum

• At high ionization parameter, the gas is fully ionized, and the
temperature is determined by Compton scattering and inverse
T=<E>/4k

• Ionization balance is more 'democratic'
• Microphysical processes, such as dielectronic recombination,

differ
• Observed spectrum differs



Photoionized Plasmas

• In coronal gas, need kTe~ΔE to collisionally excite lines.
• In a photoionized gas there are fewer lines which satisfy this

condition.
• Excitation is often by recombination cascade
• Also get recombination continua (RRCs) due to recombination by

cold electrons directly to the ground state.  The width of these
features is directly proportional to temperature

• Due to the democratic ionization balance, it is more likely that
diverse ions such as N VII, O VIII, Si XIV can coexist and emit
efficiently than it would be in a coronal gas

• Inner shell ionization and fluorescence is also important in gases
where the ionization state is low enough to allow ions with filled
shells to exist.



Photoionized Plasmas

Tarter, Tucker & Salpeter (1969)

Davidson (1974)

Kwan & Krolik (1981)

Krolik, McKee & Tarter (1982)

Netzer (1994)

 where:

Parameter definitions:



Photoionized Plasmas

Density dependence of He-like lines

Coronal                   photoionized

(Porquet and Dubau 1998)



Photoionized Plasmas

‘Thermal Instability’
• For gas at constant pressure, thermal

equilibrium can be multiple-valued if
the net cooling rate varies more
slowly than Λ(T)~T

• This suggests the possibility of 2 or
more phases coexisting in pressure
equilibrium

• The details depend on atomic
cooling, abundances, shape of
ionizing spectrum.

Krolik, McKee and Tarter 1981



Absorption

Interstellar absorption (Morrison and McCammon; Zombeck)



AbsorptionNGC 3783 900 ksec Chandra observation

Kaspi et al. 2003135 absorption lines identified



Absorption

• Appears in absorption
spectra of AGN, eg.    NGC
3783

• Comes from 2p-3s or 2p-3d
transitions --> requires iron
less than 9 times ionized

• Potential diagnostic of
ionization balance

(Behar, Sako and Kahn 2002)

Unresolved Transition Arrays (UTAs)



AbsorptionK shell Photoabsorption (Oxygen)

In theory, could diagnose
ionization balance in the
ISM or other absorbing
material.  This data uses
semi-empirical corrections
to energy levels in the
optimization of
wavefunctions, based on
the experiment, plus multi-
code approach

Red: Pradhan et al (2003)
Green: Verner & Yakovlev (1995)
Black: Garcia et al. (2005)



Absorption

Spectrum of Cyg X-2 fit with O K edge data

Using these cross sections,
no ad hoc offset is needed
to fit to the Chandra
spectrum of Cyg X-2

Garcia et al. 2005

Experimental wavelengths can be used to optimize calculated
absorption cross sections, and thereby improve accuracy of more
transitions  than just those for which measurements exist



Conclusions

Although moderately complex, there are relatively few
processes that dominate X-ray emission; analyzing the
observed spectrum from each can reveal the underlying
parameters.  These processes are:

• Line emission
• Collisional ⇒ temperature, abundance, density
• Photoionized ⇒ photoionization parameter, abundance, density

• Synchrotron emission ⇒ relativistic electrons, magnetic field
• Inverse Compton scattering ⇒ relativistic electrons
• Blackbody  ⇒ temperature, size of emitting region / distance2

• Absorption ⇒ abundance, density, velocity





Absorption

• Absorption by interstellar material is in every spectrum, but
absorption is uniquely associated with photoionized sources.

• A crude approximation for the photoabsorption cross section of a
hydrogenic ion is that the cross section is ~Z-2  at the threshold
energy, and that the threshold energy scales ~Z2.

• In addition, the cosmic abundances of the elements decrease
approximately ~Z-4  above carbon

• So the net cross section scales as E-3, and large jumps in
absorption are not expected at the thresholds.

• Detection of such edges are indicative of abundance anomalies or
partial ionization of the gas



Absorption

Cross section for photoionization for abundant
 elements vs. wavelength (Zombeck)



Bremsstrahlung

From Rybicki & Lightman
Fig 5.2 (corrected) --
originally from Novikov
and Thorne (1973)

Approximate
analytic formulae
for <gff>



Helium-like Lines
Why does the G ratio measure temperature and ionization state?

Because the resonance line R
is excited by collisions, which
are temperature dependent,
while the F and I lines are
excited by recombination and
other processes.

G = (F+I)/R



Helium-like Lines

Two photon

Forbidden (z)

Resonance (w)

Intercombination (x,y)

The ratio F/I is normally called the R ratio, and it is a density
diagnostic.  If ne is large enough, collisions move electrons
from the forbidden to the intercombination and resonance
levels.



Bremsstrahlung

Was ist der Bremsstrahlung?

First seen when studying electron/ion interactions. Radiation is
emitted because of the acceleration of the electron in the EM field of
the nucleus.
Importance to X-ray astronomy:

• For relativistic particles, may be the dominant coolant.

• Continuum emission shape dependent on the e- temperature.

• Ubiquitous: hot ionized gas ⇒Bremsstrahlung radiation.

The complete treatment should be based on QED, but in every
reference book, the computations are made “classically” and
modified (“Gaunt” factors) to take into account quantum
effects.



Bremsstrahlung
Non-relativistic: Uses the dipole approximation (fine
for electron/nucleus bremsstrahlung)

-e

Ze

v

b

The electron moves mainly in straight line--

R

And the electric field is:



Bremsstrahlung

Now use a Fourier transform to get:

And the emitted energy per unit area and frequency is:

Integrating over all solid angles, we get:



Bremsstrahlung
Consider a distribution of electrons in a medium with ion density
ni, electron density ne and constant velocity v.  Then the emission
per unit time, volume, frequency:

Approximate this by considering only contributions up to bmax
and integrating:

where and



Bremsstrahlung

Karzas & Latter, 1961, ApJS, 6, 167

The full QED solution is:
g f

f

log E/Z2 (Rydbergs)

gff = 1 line



Bremsstrahlung

 where <gff> is the velocity average Gaunt factor

Now integrate over electrons with a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution:

To get:



Bremsstrahlung

From Rybicki & Lightman
Fig 5.3 -- originally from
Karzas & Latter (1961)

 u =hν/kT ;

γ2 = Ry Z2/kT

    =1.58x105 Z2/T

Numerical values of <gff>.

When integrated over frequency (energy):



Global Fitting
Here is a parallel shock (pshock, kT=0.7 keV), observed with
the ACIS BI:

An NEI collisional model fits the data quite well.

But with higher
resolution... the NEI model fails, pshock is needed.

O VII


